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Computer Project, Part 2 

Problem C2.1 (Transmission through an array of barriers) 
Use the propagation matrix approach to calculate the transmission coefficient T for 

an array of N rectangular potential barriers, each having width L = 1 nm, height V0 

= 0.3 eV and a barrier-barrier separation a = 1 nm. Plot T as a function of energy for 

an increasing number of barriers. Do you see any oscillations in the transmission? 

Any regions where the transmission is heavily reduced? What is the underlying 

physical explanation? Play with the parameters, and compare your results with those 

of theory (e.g. the Kronig-Penney potential model). In what limit is the theoretical 

model valid? Can you predict where the regions of high transmission (bands) will 

appear? Tip: Instead of just plotting the transmission T (E), also try to plot the 

damping (defined as −ln(T (E)). 

 

 Consider an array potential barrier shown in fig.1 of height height V0 = 0.3 eV 

each.The width of the barriers and their separations is L=1 nm. In order to find 

transmission coefficients of this array of barriers, I use propagation matrix 

methods which is divided into four parts : up front (Pu), down front (Pd), 

propagation along the barrier region(Pb) and propagation along well 

region(Pw). 

In mathematical terms, total 

Propagation matrix  is  
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                                                fig 1: An array of Potential barrier 

    
 

      
 
          
          

  



     
      
      

  

 

Then, Transmission coefficient is defined as, 

  
 

     
 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Numerical matrix calculation for transmission coefficient (N=5) 

In figure 2, it shows the transmission probability for N=5, i.e. array of 5 barriers and 

well regions. We can see the wavy behavior, i.e. oscillations  and each peak 

represents the bound state energy. The oscillations is due to constructive wave 

interference between the scattered waves at the front and back of the potential 

barriers. We can also see the minimum region, i.e region of heavily reduced 

transmission, which is called forbidden region. This region corresponds to 

destructive wave interference and doesn’t contain any bound states. 

For different no. of array of barriers(N), transmission probability was obtained 

from propagation matrix methods which are shown in figure 3a and 3b. With 

increasing  N, wavy nature increases , i.e more oscillations can be seen. 

 



 

Fig 3a: T(E) for array of  barriers (N=1,4,7) 

 

 

Fig 3b: T(E) for array of barriers (N=20,30) 



We can also compare with theoretical model called Kronig-Penny model which is 

about the periodic potential built up from a periodic array of delta-function 

barriers. 

Relation obtained (Courtesy Wikipedia : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_in_a_one-

dimensional_lattice) 

                
  

    
 

     
                    

Where a= period = 2L (in our case) 

And               

The allowed energy values are those which satisfy the condition      , where we 

can predict for region of high transmission. 

From this we can find the allowed energy bands. 

Theoretical model is valid if the height of potential barriers is very high. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_in_a_one-dimensional_lattice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_in_a_one-dimensional_lattice


Fig 4: Comparision between Numerical and theoretical models 

In figure 4, allowed and forbidden regions are distinguished from Kronig-Penny 

model and it is almost similar to the region obtained in Numerical calculations. 

 

 

Fig 5: Damping probability of an array of barriers 

Figure 5 shows the damping nature of an array of barriers in logarithmic scale 

which is obtained as   ( -logT). 

 

Problem C2.2(Transmission through a parabolic potential) 

Use (a modified version of) your program and calculate the transmission through the 

potential step defined by 

V (x) =(x
2
/L

2
 )   if |x| <= L, 

                            0 elsewhere. 

Use L = 5 nm. Look at the bound state energies and compare your results with those 

of the harmonic oscillator. How does the quality of your result depend on the 

number of barriers used (the potential ”roughness”)? Tip: If needed, plot your 

transmission using a logarithmic scale. 

 

 Consider a barrier shown in figure 6, which corresponds to 



V (x) =(x
2
/L

2
 )   if |x| <= L, 

                           0 elsewhere. 

 

 

 

 

                                                    

 

 

 

 

fig 6: Potential barrier (parabolic) 

 

It is very complicated process to calculate the transmission probability of the given 

potential barrier directly. Here, we can model this barrier into series of rectangular 

barriers of heights decreasing in steps and reaching minimum and increasing in 

steps. Increasing the no. of rectangular barriers, we come more closer in 

approximations to given barrier structure and more accurate our results will be. 

We know, propagation matrix for one barrier as 

P = Pu*Pp*Pd 

Where, Pu, Pp and Pd are the propagation matrix for upfront, barrier propagation 

and down front respectively. 

These matrices are dependent on barrier height, barrier width and energy values. 

Thus for N barriers, where N/2 with decreasing manner and N/2 with increasing 

manner, total propagation matrix can be written as, 



                     

 

   

 

Where   =2L/N and Vn is differing in the parameter range [-L/2,L/2]. 

Here in this propagation matrix method, N plays main role in determining the 

precision of result. Higher the N value, more closer the approximation will be and 

more precise the result we get. However, computation time will be large in doing 

so. 

Figure 7 shows the transmission coefficient obtained from above approximations 

which shows equally distant peaks that corresponds to discrete bound states with 

equal spacing  as we expect in harmonic oscillator. 

 

Fig 7: T(E)  for parabolic potential (log scale) 

So, comparing with theoretical model corresponds to bound states of Harmonic 

Oscillator. 

         
 

 
    

 

 
   

 

 
  



     
 

 
      

  

  
 

By solving these above two equations, we get 

      
 

   
   

 

 
  

 

Figure 8 shows energy eigen values for Harmonic Oscillator which is obtained by 

plotting above final equation in Matlab. 

 

 

Fig 8: Energy eigen values for Harmonic Oscillator (Theoretical) 

Comparing both Numerical and theoretical data putting in the same graph shown 

in figure 9 shows that for larger value of energy which is above the peak values of 

energy barrier, the bound state solutions of harmonic Oscillator do not match to 

our approximation i.e. mathematical model of Harmonic Oscillator is not valid. 



However, for small values of energies, bound state solutions of Harmonic Oscillator 

are closely related to our approximations. 

 

 

 

. 

 

Fig 9: Comparision of Energy eigen values of V=x2/L2 and Harmonic Oscillator 

 

As a conclusion, we can say that bound states solutions of finite parabolic well can 

be approximated by infinite Harmonic Oscillator Model until the particle energy is 

within the parabolic well i.e. particle energy is not higher than height of parabolic  

barrier. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 

1.Matlab program for fig 2, 3a and 3b 

 
%% Define constants 

  
hbar    =   1.0545716e-34;              % Planck's constant [Js] 
mass    =   9.109382e-31;               % Electron mass [kg] 
eCharge =   1.6021764e-19;              % Electron charge [C] 

  
% Potential heights in the two regions [eV] 

  
V1 = 0.0;                   
V2 = 0.3; 

  
% Width of the barrier [m] 

  
L1 = 1e-9; 

  
% Width of the separation between barriers [m] 

  
L2 = 1e-9; 

  
% Number of barriers 
N = 5; 

  
% Number of energy values to consider 
n = 10000; 

  
% Vector of n energies [eV] which is limited to 10 times of the barrier's 
% height 

  
energyVector = linspace(0.0,3,n); 

  
% Vector of n calculated transmission probabilities 

  
transmissionVector = zeros(1,n); % initially put to zero 



  

  
% Loop over energy values 

  
for index = 1:n 

     
    energy = energyVector(index); 

     
    % Energy convertions from eV to J 

     
    energyJoules = energy*eCharge; 
    V1Joules = V1*eCharge; 
    V2Joules = V2*eCharge; 

     
    % Calculate wave numbers in the different regions 

     
    k1 = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V1Joules))/hbar; 
    k2 = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2Joules))/hbar; 

     
    % Construct the propagation matrix 
    Pu= 1/(2*sqrt(k1*k2))*[(k1+k2) (k1-k2); (k1-k2) (k1+k2)]; 
    Pp1=[exp(-1i*k2*L1) 0; 0 exp(1i*k2*L1)]; 
    Pd= 1/(2*sqrt(k1*k2))*[(k2+k1) (k2-k1); (k2-k1) (k2+k1)]; 
    Pp2=[exp(-1i*k1*L2) 0; 0 exp(1i*k1*L2)]; 

     
    pMatrix = Pu*Pp1*Pd; 

     
    % Calculate the propagation matrix for barriers of 2 or more 
    for m = 2:N 
    pMatrix = pMatrix*Pp2*Pu*Pp1*Pd; 
    end 

     
    % Calculate the transmission probability and store it in 
    % transmissionVector 

     
    transmission = 1/abs(pMatrix(1,1))^2; 
    transmissionVector(index) = -log(transmission); 
end 
hold all; 
% Plot transmission probability as a function of energy/barrier's height 
plot(energyVector, transmissionVector); 
% Add labels to axes 
xlabel('E (eV)'); 
ylabel('Transmission probability'); 
% Add figure title 
title('Transmission probability of an array of barriers'); 

 

2. Matlab Program for fig 4 

%% Define constants 

  
hbar    =   1.0545716e-34;              % Planck's constant [Js] 
mass    =   9.109382e-31;               % Electron mass [kg] 
eCharge =   1.6021764e-19;              % Electron charge [C] 

  
% Potential heights in the two regions [eV] 

  



V1 = 0.0;                   
V2 = 0.3; 

  
% Width of the barrier [m] 

  
L1 = 1e-9; 

  

  
% Width of the separation between barriers [m] 

  
L2 = 1e-9; 

  
% Number of barriers 
N = 5; 

  
% Number of energy values to consider 
n = 10000; 

  
% Vector of n energies [eV] which is limited to 10 times of the barrier's 
% height 

  
energyVector = linspace(0.0,3,n); 

  
% Vector of n calculated transmission probabilities 

  
transmissionVector = zeros(1,n); % initially put to zero 
transmissionVector1 = zeros(1,n); % initially put to zero 
y=zeros(1,n); 

  
% Loop over energy values 

  
for index = 1:n 

     
    energy = energyVector(index); 

     
    % Energy convertions from eV to J 

     
    energyJoules = energy*eCharge; 
    V1Joules = V1*eCharge; 
    V2Joules = V2*eCharge; 

     
    % Calculate wave numbers in the different regions 

     
    k1 = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V1Joules))/hbar; 
    k2 = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2Joules))/hbar; 

     
    % Construct the propagation matrix 
    Pu= 1/(2*sqrt(k1*k2))*[(k1+k2) (k1-k2); (k1-k2) (k1+k2)]; 
    Pp1=[exp(-1i*k2*L1) 0; 0 exp(1i*k2*L1)]; 
    Pd= 1/(2*sqrt(k1*k2))*[(k2+k1) (k2-k1); (k2-k1) (k2+k1)]; 
    Pp2=[exp(-1i*k1*L2) 0; 0 exp(1i*k1*L2)]; 

     
    pMatrix = Pu*Pp1*Pd; 

     
    % Calculate the propagation matrix for barriers of 2 or more 
    for m = 2:N 
    pMatrix = pMatrix*Pp2*Pu*Pp1*Pd; 



    end 

     
    % Calculate the transmission probability and store it in 
    % transmissionVector 

     
    transmission = 1/abs(pMatrix(1,1))^2; 
    transmissionVector(index) = log(transmission); 
    L=L1; 

     
    transmission1 = (cos(k1*L)*cos(k2*L))-

(((k1^2+k2^2)/(2*k1*k2))*sin(k1*L)*sin(k2*L)); 
    transmissionVector1(index) = (transmission1); 
    if abs(transmission1) <= 1 
        y(index) = 1; 
    else  
        y(index) = 0; 
    end 
end 

  
% Open a figure canvas 
figure(); 
% Plot transmission probability as a function of energy/barrier's height 
plot(energyVector, transmissionVector, energyVector, transmissionVector1, 

energyVector, y); 
% Add labels to axes 
xlabel('E (eV)'); 
ylabel('Transmission probability'); 
% Add figure title 
title('Transmission probability of an array of barriers'); 

 

 

 

3. Matlab program for fig 7,8,9 
 

 

 

%% Define constants 

 

  
hbar    =   1.0545716e-34;              % Planck's constant [Js] 
mass    =   9.109382e-31;               % Electron mass [kg] 
eCharge =   1.6021764e-19;              % Electron charge [C] 

  

  
% Width of the barrier [m] 

  
L = 10.00e-9; 

  
% Number of steps 
n = 10000; 

  
% Number of roughness 
N = 50; 
%assigning potential step in array form 
x = L/2; 
for index = 1:(N/2) 
V2(index) = (x^2)/((L/2)^2); 
x = x - L/N; 
end 



  

  

  
energyVector = linspace(0.0,2.0,n); 

  
% Vector of n calculated transmission probabilities 

  
transmissionVector = zeros(1,n); % initially put to zero 

  
% Loop over energy values 

  
for index = 1:n 

     
    energy = energyVector(index); 
    % Energy conversions from eV to J 

     
    energyJoules = energy*eCharge; 

     
    % Calculate wave numbers in the different regions, Knb=for well regions 
    % and kb for barrier regions 

     
    Knb = sqrt(2*mass*energyJoules)/hbar; 

     
    Kb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(1)*eCharge))/hbar; 

     
    % Construct the propagation matrix 
    Pu= 1/(2*sqrt(Knb*Kb))*[(Knb+Kb) (Knb-Kb); (Knb-Kb) (Knb+Kb)]; 

         
    pMatrix = Pu; 

     
    for m = 1:((N/2)-1) 

     
    V2Joules(m) = V2(m)*eCharge; 
    Kb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(m)*eCharge))/hbar; 
    %next k value as potential changes 
    KNxtb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(m+1)*eCharge))/hbar; 
    Pp=[exp(-1i*Kb*(L/N)) 0; 0 exp(1i*Kb*(L/N))]; 
    Pd= 1/(2*sqrt(Kb*KNxtb))*[(Kb+KNxtb) (Kb-KNxtb); (Kb-KNxtb) (Kb+KNxtb)]; 
    pMatrix = pMatrix*Pp*Pd; 

     
    end 

     
    Kb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(N/2)*eCharge))/hbar; 
    Pp =[exp(-1i*Kb*(2*L/N)) 0; 0 exp(1i*Kb*(2*L/N))]; 
    pMatrix = pMatrix*Pp; 

    
    for m = 2:(N/2) 
    V2Joules(m) = V2(m)*eCharge; 
    Kb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(2+(N/2)-m)*eCharge))/hbar; 
    KNxtb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(1+(N/2)-m)*eCharge))/hbar; 
    Pu= 1/(2*sqrt(Kb*KNxtb))*[(Kb+KNxtb) (Kb-KNxtb); (Kb-KNxtb) (Kb+KNxtb)]; 
    Pp=[exp(-1i*KNxtb*(L/N)) 0; 0 exp(1i*KNxtb*(L/N))]; 
    pMatrix = pMatrix*Pu*Pp; 
    end 
    Kb = sqrt(2*mass*(energyJoules - V2(1)*eCharge))/hbar; 
    Knb = sqrt(2*mass*energyJoules)/hbar; 
        Pd= 1/(2*sqrt(Kb*Knb))*[(Kb+Knb) (Kb-Knb); (Kb-Knb) (Kb+Knb)]; 



  

     
    pMatrix = pMatrix*Pd; 
    % Calculate the transmission probability and store it in 
    % transmissionVector 

     
    transmission = 1/(abs(pMatrix(1,1)))^2; 
    transmissionVector(index) = transmission; 
end 

  

  
hold on; 

  
% Plot transmission probability as a function of energy/barrier's height 
plot(energyVector, log(transmissionVector)); 
% Add labels to axes 
xlabel('E (eV)'); 
ylabel('Transmission probability'); 
% Add figure title 
title('Transmission probability for a parabolic potential(V)'); 
%% Define constants 

  
hbar    =   1.0545716e-34;              % Planck's constant [Js] 
mass    =   9.109382e-31;               % Electron mass [kg] 
eCharge =   1.6021764e-19;              % Electron charge [C] 

  

  
% Width of the barrier [m] 

  
L = 5.00e-9; 

  
% Number of steps 
n = 24; 

  
Energy = zeros(1,n); 
N=zeros(1,n); 

  
for n= 1:24 
    Energy(n)=(hbar/L)*sqrt(2/(mass*eCharge))*((n-1)+0.5); 
    N(n)=n-1; 

     
end 

  
% Plot transmission probability as a function of energy/barrier's height 
plot(Energy,(N),'*'); 
% Add labels to axes 
xlabel('E (eV)'); 
ylabel('logY/n"*"'); 
% Add figure title 
title('Comparision of Energy eigen values of V=x^2/L^2 and Harmonic 

Oscillator'); 

 


